drm-156-tvc-corder-nelson-interview

1.

INT. HOUSE - NIGHT
Two detectives, CORDER, male, stands while NELSON, female
sits across from CHRIS KENWITH.
NELSON
Had you noticed any changes in your
sister’s behavior?
Like what?

CHRIS

NELSON
Anything. Her mood. Her schedule. What
she wore.
CHRIS
She’s sixteen. Her schedule’s erratic.
She wears whatever she wants. And her
mood’s a nightmare.
CORDER
That bother you?
Which part?
Any of it.

CHRIS
CORDER

CHRIS
I’m not her parent. Yes, it bothers me.
My dad never gave me a pass.
NELSON
You mean when you were her age?
CHRIS
Yeah. Jesus, it’s like -- I was that hard
to deal with that they decided -- fuck
it, let’s just give up?
CORDER
You that much of a nightmare?
Nelson quietly angles an eye on Corder.
CHRIS
What? No. I mean... that was a long time
ago. yeah I did some stuff. But it was
never like I’d...
The detectives look silently on. Finally...
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CHRIS (CONT’D)
Yeah I did some stuff. But it was never
like I’d...
NELSON
Never like you’d what?
CHRIS
I respected my parents. Mel, she...
CORDER
Don’t leave us hanging.
CHRIS
She acted like she owned the place. Like
she owns the place.
NELSON
So Melissa is your step-sister. Correct?
Chris nods. Corder leans down toward Chris, invading his
personal space.
CORDER
It would be better if you... use your big
boy voice when we ask you questions.
Chris eyes Corder with some nervousness.
CHRIS
Yes. My dad remarried ten years ago. She
was part of the package deal.
Corder pulls back away from Chris.
NELSON
That bother you? No longer being the only
child?
CHRIS
What? No. I was twenty five. I didn’t
even live at home.
CORDER
But you live here now. How’d that happen?
CHRIS
It’s... I got -- the economy is tough
right now.
NELSON
You get laid off?
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CHRIS
Yeah. Seriously -- seven years and I get
what? One week’s notice? No wonder.
CORDER
No wonder what?
CHRIS
Nothing. Just... no wonder people are
going crazy these days.
Corder leans in again.
CORDER
What about you? You... “going crazy these
days?”
A tense beat as the two men lock eyes. Nelson watches the
exchange, then...
NELSON
When did you say your parents are coming
back?
Chris breaks eye contact from Corder and looks to Nelson.
I didn’t.

CHRIS

CORDER
You let them know what’s going on?
CHRIS
Of course. They’re trying to get an
earlier flight. But apparently it takes
almost a day just for the boat ride to
the mainland. And it doesn’t even run
every day.
NELSON
That’s almost hard to believe.
CHRIS
What do you mean?
NELSON
Just that we’re so used to getting
everything we want when we want it. It’s
almost like they’re in a different world.
CHRIS
Yeah. Lucky them.
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NELSON
What do you mean?
CHRIS
Well they don’t have to sit here waiting
to see if she walks in the door.
CORDER
That a big inconvenience for you?
CHRIS
I’ve got a life you know.
CORDER
Let’s just hope your sister still does,
too. (alt: Hopefully your sister does
too.)
INT. CAR - NIGHT
Silence for a long beat. Eventually...
NELSON
You know there’s a chance that he’s
actually worried about his sister.
CORDER
There is that hope.
NELSON
But you’re okay with pushing his buttons.
CORDER
You know the stats.
NELSON
I also know what my instinct tells me.
Beat.
NELSON (CONT’D)
Your gut telling you something different?
CORDER
Not what I said. But is there is
something there, I want to get at it
before he has time to lock it down. Give
a man enough time... he can convince
himself anything he’s done is right (alt:
okay).
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